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Resistance to the WHO’s Pandemic Treaty Is Rising
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The World Health Organization is plotting in
closed-door meetings to pass amendments to
the International Health Regulations,
changes that will strip nations of their ability
to respond to public health emergencies and
bring about “public health governors.” But
with each passing day, resistance to these
aspiring totalitarians builds. In this episode,
we discuss the latest declarations of
defiance from 20 attorneys general, the
U.K., Slovakia, and more.

Also in this episode:

@ 23:28 | Catherine Engelbrecht of True the Vote discusses the dangers illegal immigrants pose to
elections;

@ 37:52 | The Wisconsin Supreme Court seems poised to overturn an election-related ruling it passed
down just two years ago;

@ 43:51 | Examples of recent propaganda in mainstream media.

RELATED

Watch Biden & UN WHO “Pandemic Treaty” Will Crush US Sovereignty

Watch Could Biden Use Executive Order to Let Illegals Vote? Catherine Engelbrecht

Watch How US Intel Agencies Manipulate Media & the Public

Take action! Help get the U.S. out of the WHO. Start HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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